METHODS OF ASSEMBLING YOUR TIERED
CAKES WITH DIFFERENT KINDS OF CAKEBOARDS
In most cases, you do not need to change your method of assembling cakes. These diagrams are for illustration
purposes only and are intended as suggestions for ways to assemble your cakes so you can get the full benefit of
your CakeSafe.
CAKEBOARDS WITH NO PRE-DRILLED HOLES

To assemble your tiers using cardboard rounds, place your
cake on one or two rounds and be sure that you DO NOT
pre-drill any holes. This is also true for uncoated foamcore.
The CakeSafe works as well as it does because the
center rod makes its own hole through the cardboard, and
that is what’s holding the cake securely and preventing
any movement.

If you’re using cardboard
rounds as your cake plates,
you will need to have
a cake drum, or some
other base that will
support the entire
cake when fully
assembled.

DOWELS

As for what dowels to use as supports, we recommend
Poly Dowels, wooden dowels, or coast columns to
dowel your cakes. Poly Dowels are both clean and
sturdy, cut easily with garden pruning shears,
and are available on our website.

CAKEBOARDS WITH PRE-DRILLED HOLES

When using cake cards, plastic plates, or any hard cakeboard
with a pre-drilled hole, you must always use a cardboard cake
round with no hole, under your cake so that the CakeSafe center
rod can make its own hole through it to stabilize the cake.
STYROFOAM DUMMY CAKES

If you’re using Styrofoam dummy layers, you definitely need a 2” hole;
an apple corer is a good tool for this. The center rod will go through the
Styrofoam but when you go to remove it, it will be very tight and
will lift the cake tier. In general, if you have any doubt that the
center rod will go through the material you’re using, pre-drill a hole,
and use a regular cardboard cake round with no hole under your cake.
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We try to cover as many possible materials and situations bakers will encounter in assembling their tiered cakes in preparation for using the
CakeSafe. We know that every baker has their preferred methods for doing things and we respect that. These are just suggestions for helping
you have a successful experience using the CakeSafe. As always, please feel free to contact us with any questions. Happy Baking!

website: www.CakeSafe.com

Email: info@cakesafe.com

Phone: 401-378-8766

